How We Stay in Touch
Proactive, supportive, results driven.
We have an extensive communication schedule with everything you expect from a professional
investment manager—with a twist. We want to get you results too, so by partnering with us, we
prioritise end-investor communications, including written templates you can copy and paste as if it
were your own. We’re redefining service, helping you succeed.
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Given the recent string of events, I wanted to take this opportunity to offer my thoughts on Brexit. To be clear, I am not
claiming to be a fortune teller, yet can hopefully offer reason and perspective—something we aren’t seeing much of in the
news at the moment.
To start, I want to offer a few firm observations regarding the state of politics, before diving into the financial market
impact. On the state of politics:

-
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Dear client,

-

Let’s not sugarcoat it… these are unprecedented events. We remain in a stalemate with significant uncertainty
still ahead of us.
Delaying Brexit buys time, but it doesn’t solve the problem. Assuming the EU agrees to an extension (or PM May
miraculously pulls off a deal), we still do not have clarity on the path ahead.
All options are still on the table. While it is intellectually stimulating to understand our options, the big lesson in
all of this is that political negotiations are incredibly difficult.

Now, let’s turn to what matters to us—financial markets and your portfolio. Beyond the daily (or hourly) swings in prices,
we can see UK stocks are up around 20.6% since the initial vote (in aggregate including dividends), UK corporate bonds
are up 8.5% and cash has gone sideways. This can be seen in the chart below:
U.K. Stocks

U.K. Corporate Bonds

Cash Proxy
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Triggered Article 50

We tend to assign asset class convictions over a 10-year plus horizon, not one. In fact, we are typically
suspicious of the value a one-year forecast can provide, even if well intended. That said, we do believe

This document is intended to support your service proposition to clients. It is produced by our investment writers with a
deliberately light tone and structure. However, these are guidance paragraphs only. It is not guaranteed to meet the
expectations of the regulators or your internal compliance requirements. If you wish to remove or amend any wording, you
are free to do so. However, please bear in mind that you are ultimately responsible for the accuracy and relevance of your
communications to clients.

we have a role to play in offering our long-term views, fixed firmly on valuations and what is in the
downside risks over the long term. In doing so, we hope to nudge the probabilities in your direction.

U.S. Equities

The goal of assigning a conviction level to
an asset class is to distill the
attractiveness of an investment
opportunity into a single rank. The term
“conviction” derives from the Latin verb
“convincere,” which means to argue.
In assigning an asset class conviction, an
analyst trades off the aspects of an
investment opportunity that argue for and
against it, culminating in the expression
of a conviction level. The conviction level
is expressed on a five-point scale (Low,
Low to Medium, Medium, Medium to
High, and High), and serves as a key input
into our asset allocation process.
Our conviction scoring system is based on
four criteria: absolute valuation; relative
valuation; contrarian indicators; and
fundamental risk.

First Vote Failed

Annual Management Charge

Underlying Funds Cost
0.46%

The portfolio generated a return of 8.51% over the past twelve months. Since inception we have a
healthy 6.27% annualised performance along with the careful management of risk.
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Source: Morningstar Investment Management calculation, Morningstar Direct data to 28 February 2019. Returns are
month-end data points in GBP and normalised at 1 on 30 June 2016. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
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Calendar Year Performance 01-31-2020

Source: Morningstar Investment Management, conviction levels confirmed at 31 May 2019. For illustrative purposes
only. References to specific asset classes should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy or sell any specific security
in those asset classes. Conviction is subject to change at any time without notice.
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price. The aim is to capture what assets we believe will offer the strongest upside and to mitigate any
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C O M M U N I CAT I O N

W HO’S IT FOR?

FREQUEN CY

Client-Friendly Content (email)
Key issues for investors today
Client annual review chart packs
Monthly touch point series

End investors

Monthly

Investment Knowledge (email)
Long-term outlook
Topical market updates
Client-friendly insights

Professional Advisers

Monthly

Portfolio Progress Report

End investor

Monthly

Factsheets and Quarterly reports

End investor

Monthly/Quarterly

Your portfolio-specific updates (email)

Professional Advisers

Quarterly

Portfolio change rationale

Professional Advisers

Adhoc

Morningstar performance reports

Professional Advisers

Monthly

ARC performance reports

Professional Advisers

Quarterly

DT risk analysis

Professional Advisers

Quarterly

Defaqto risk analysis

Professional Advisers

Quarterly

Synaptic risk analysis

Professional Advisers

Quarterly

10% depreciation forewarning

Professional Advisers

Adhoc

Pre-trading notice

Professional Advisers

Adhoc

Portfolio-Specific Transparency

All of the above and more is available through our Adviser Portal via the Adviser Tool Kit and Latest Insight sections.

If you would like to find out more about how we can help you and your client’s please contact your local
Business Development Manager or call us on 0203 107 2930

What you need to consider

Morningstar’s Investment Management Group

It is important to note that investments in securities involve risk and will
not always be profitable. Morningstar Investment Management Europe
Limited does not guarantee that the results of its investment decisions or
the objectives of the portfolio will be achieved. Morningstar Investment
Management Europe Limited does not guarantee that negative returns
can or will be avoided in any of its portfolios. An investment made in a
security may differ substantially from its historical performance and as a
result, portfolios may incur a loss. Past performance is not a guide to
future returns. The value of investments may go down as well as up and
investors may not get back the amount invested.

Morningstar’s Investment Management group comprises Morningstar
Inc.’s registered entities worldwide, including the United Kingdom.
Morningstar Investment Management Europe Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to provide services to
professional clients and is the entity providing the discretionary
management services. Registered address: 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City
Road, London, EC1Y1HQ. Morningstar Managed Portfolios are intended for
citizens or legal residents of the United Kingdom. These portfolios can only
be made available through the use of investment advisers appropriately
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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